IF I WERE A PRO—
Here's What I'd Do

Says
A VETERAN
CLUB OFFICIAL

SINCE NONE of us are butchers, bakers, or grocers we find it necessary to GO OUT after our business instead of waiting idly for customers to COME IN, so I say if I were a golf pro, I would see the advisability of SELLING myself to the membership in such a manner that the members would never buy their golf supplies elsewhere because they would be friends of mine and I would have done sufficient favors for them that they would not think of buying from stores or at cut rates.

I would make a practice of playing nine holes every morning with a twosome or threesome or even a single simply to check up on their games and help them to correct their faults, and I would do the same stunt every afternoon until I had played with every member of the club, had given TIPS on what was wrong with their swings and showed how they could reduce their scores. This would not only be a gratis service, but I would have them understand that they were favoring me by permitting me to play with them; and you know this is really the truth when you realize they are my employers and my bread and butter.

I WERE a pro I would try to somehow earn the money the club is paying me by helping the manager, (providing he was my superior, insofar as the directorate decreed), and insist kindly upon doing my share to make the club more attractive for its members. I would not charge for my services to members unless they requested instruction from me, and I would attempt to play with each and every member at least once every year to help him improve his game. Instead of attempting to high-pressure him into buying new clubs, I would suggest re-shafting some, replacing others, and conscientiously try to save money for him while earning money for myself.

I WERE our pro, I would not only work for the good will of our present directors and try to please them, but I would work as hard as I could to please all the members. Especially would I try to please the women of the club without being fresh or familiar. I would always make it a point to go out of my way to make them think a lot of me as a professional who wanted them to play better golf and not to work so hard while playing the game.

I WERE the pro at our club I would try to earn the $3,000 I get guaranteed from the club by figuring I owe each member ten dollars each year and paying it back to him in lessons, or in part by seeing that the course maintenance cost is reduced by this amount because of my co-operation with the greenkeeper.

IF I WERE a pro I know I could increase the interest of our members by just trying to be human and taking a friendly interest in each member's game instead of trying to sell him something everytime he
comes out to get away from his financial troubles and business worries.

I would suggest something pleasant, show him a new trick or two I had just learned without trying to sell him something or trying to be as cold as I knew how, as has been the custom in the past. I wouldn't ask him to buy anything or recall last month's unpaid account until the 20th of the month, and not then, unless I had gotten close enough to him through friendship that my request would not lessen his good-will toward me.

* * *

IF I WERE a golf pro I believe I could see that I have two commodities to sell, i.e., my personal instruction services and golf supplies in my shop. Realizing that the club is paying me something for my services and giving me without charge a place in which to sell my goods, I would first attempt to repay with services in the interest of the club and its members for the salary I receive; then I would make it my business to go out of my way to make myself not only agreeable but exceedingly well liked by all the members so that they would think only of ME when they wished to buy something in the line of golf goods or those other things I have for sale. I would realize that I am not a member of the club and certainly not an official of the club, but an employee who is there to serve to the best of his ability, every member of the club, in such manner that they would insist upon my remaining at the club in case I received an offer from some other club.

* * *

IF I WERE the pro at our club, I would card index or have a book alphabetically indexed where I would list the name and both business and home address of each member of the club.

Underneath I would list his clubs, noting the missing ones in case he does not have a complete set of 9 irons and three woods. I would also make a record of their condition and age. If they did not match each other I would also make a note of this. Then I would make a note of his idiosyncrasies, likes or dislikes, the ball he prefers, the amount of his purchases from me, and have a good general record of him in every way so that I could plan a way for securing his good-will and friendship for me. One or two of his clubs might be too long or too short; he might not have mastered the use of No. 1 iron; for some reason or other his No. 3 iron might not be used, or the shaft in his No. 5 be bowed and twisted or the head loose or bent back, etc.

Next I would know and list the address or club where he spends his winters so that when I learned just when he left for the south or west, I would write him calling attention to the things I told him during his lessons and telling him I wished him success and pleasure with his winter game.

In other words I would make each and every member know that I am interested in his golf game and the more satisfied he became, the happier I would be because he is a friend of mine, and one of my pupils.

* * *

HAVING been green-chairman, V. P., and now president of our club after being a member since its inception 18 years ago, I have seen eight professionals come and go because each lacked something our members or directors expect of them. I believe our present pro-green keeper is the best liked employee in the club, so I asked him to tell me his thoughts on what a pro should do to please the members and make his profession profitable.

Here are his views: "First, the member is my employer so he is always RIGHT regardless of my opinion or thoughts on the subject. I realize that I am here to serve him regardless of what I think or his biased views. If he is wrong, he will know it a second or two after I think so, and so far as I am concerned he is right if he says so.

"I have replaced free of charge, balls that have been cut by topping with sharp mashies, nicked balls which I would be ashamed to return to the manufacturer, re-wound clubs bought elsewhere by the member and put on new grips without charge although I knew those clubs never came out of my stock just to show the member I was not a piker while I knew he was cheating me.

"I have known members of this club who bought balls at so-called 'wholesale' somewhere and after permitting them to cheat me in replacements, or gratis service on clubs or balls, they brought me more business within three months than they would personally produce anywhere in three years.

"One member bought a wood club, used it two months and returned it to me all scratched and marred, saying he could buy the same club for $2.00 less in a depart-
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IF I WERE a pro I know I would realize that some pros apparently get a salary because it was a custom some years ago to pay pros and give them a place of business gratis so the club could boast having a pro who could play near par golf.

Knowing this, I would, without letting the directors or members know anything about it, study and watch, and stay on the job to learn about greenkeeping. Then I'd study management and service and keep my eyes peeled and head working to find out how to cut the cost of maintaining better golf club courses and clubhouses as well as running my shop in a way that would draw customers instead of chasing them away as some pro shops do. I’d pay my bills to the manufacturers in time to get the full discount every month.
I F I WERE a golf pro I would see just how best I could secure the friendship of the members. I would set aside some mornings from 10 until 12 to give free of charge group lessons to women members and to children. This would include every shot in the game, starting at the green with the putt and working back. Each of these mornings would be given for the benefit of those whose inclination to learn golf so they could enjoy it and a low score at the same time were in harmony with mine to help those who wish to help themselves. This I believe would produce many applicants for private lessons and show the members I am interested in them, so they in turn would be interested in buying from me.

• • •

I F I WERE a pro and in looking over our members' clubs found surprisingly few of them have niblicks in their bags, I would start right away and put four more loads of sand in the traps at our 18th green. Then I'd give FREE lessons on shots from traps. This would take about an hour every Sunday about one o'clock after the men are through and the women are getting ready to start out in their mixed twosomes. I know that not more than three percent of our men and none of the women can explode with accuracy or confidence from a trap at the green and I feel a pro can sell plenty of niblicks as well as give a lot of private lessons on this part of the game.
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Humus, as is used generally on golf courses is primarily some form of decayed vegetation. Structurally, it is of amorphus nature, consisting of an earth-like substance very friable and ranging in color from a light brown to a jet black. It usually is found as the top layer of soil in peat bogs.

This substance called humus has been formed by chemical reactions that have taken place over a long period of time. Any form of humus must necessarily be of a very complex nature and made up of more or less undefinable chemical mixture of organic elements. The various substances found in growing plants such as cellulose, vegetable oils, proteins, resins,